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February 17, 1973

ad »T'. 7. Bradshaw

i. Steornlieght

Pronosed Summit Meeting

{ MAJOR RUCOMMENDATION

Je believe that cne of the major problems facing industrial
democracies over the next five to ten years is the possibility
that a combination of inadequate energy policies and unexpected
events (such as bad luck in oil exploration) may lead to larga
energy supply-demand imbalances by the early 1980's, resulting
in another substantial jump ia the real price of cil.

Our analysis has shown, for example, that a jump to about $17.00
in the veal price of oil in 1982 would lead to a severe recession
comparable to the 1974-75 recession. Cur analysis also shows
that there is only a slight effect on the industrialized
economies in the case of, for example, a 2.75 perceal per
year real oil price increase over a ten-year period from 1982
to 1992.

Therefore, we believe any broad initiatives must include a
significant commitment to develop a policy between the Swmmlt
countries and OPEC that would lead to scheduled, gradual, oil
price rises over the period 1980-1990 to avoid the likelihood
of a stsrn oil price jump,

We believe that such an agreement could be formal or informal. It
might be triggered over the naxt two years or sO as events unfold
and lead to the perceptions that oil supply/demand imbalances ave
a real possibility.

II COMMENTS ON TOPICS SUGGESTED BY SOLOMON

Given the major constraint that a summit initiative involving
additional budzet expenditures must wait to fiscal year 1930 er
baevond., we hawe the following comments:

1. Energy Production

Coal is a major transition fuel over the next 20 years -

impediments to coal expansion in the near term are not
transportation bottlenecks but are institutional obstacles
to increasing demand and assuring access to long-term supply.
National policies that provide a clear stimulus to coal
demand and overcome institutional delays would facilitate
the transition to coal.
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Assuring potential coal buyers among the Summit participants
that the United States would not restrict coal exports would
help. Recent studies show that, given assured demand in the
form of firm long-term contracts and the resolution of
policy-related obstacles, the production and transportation
infrastructure can be expanded without major difficulty
over the next 5 to 20 years. However, obstacles to coal
slurry pipelines should be resolved quickly.

Another important focus is the marine transportation facilities
required for expanded international coal trade. A significant
stimulus to port development and shipping systems for coal
could facilitate the growth of international coal trade and
Investments in coal-related transportation systems.

Given the regulatory climate in the United States, one feasible
and realistic energy production initiative could be institutional
support for and rapid diffusion of new energy production
technologies. However, coal gasification and other synthetic
fuel technologies will not be developed on a commercial scale
without resolution of policy concerns, such as possible FERC
jurisdiction over product prices.

One major United States initiative that couid have a gignificant
positive impact without requiring new budgeting expenditures
sould be to resolve the various policy concerns that are
currently delaying exploration and development of conventional
oil and gas, These concerns include Continental Shelf leasing
policy, oil pricing policy, and natural gas price regulation.

2. Conservation

Federal grants to state and local entities for electrically
powered transportation systems may be counterproductive to
lower energy demand due to electric generation and transmission
Losses, although they do have important environmental benefits.
Such incentives, if considered, should include the assurance
that the additional electricity required will be from new coal
Fired or nuclear plants. New mass transit systems must also
he carefully evaluated in terms of their long-term economic
viability.

III SUMMARY

In response to Mr. Solomon's questions:

A Summit energy initiative among major energy-consuming nations
is very desirable. The main issue ought to be the development
of relations between the Summit countries and OPEC that would
avoid the possibility of sharp economic declines and a "bidding
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contest’ for oil supplies, should strong oil price pressures appear
in 1980's.

We believe that a spontaneous investment response would occur when
uncertainties over oll supplies and prices are cleared up. However,
today's uncertainties are malnly caused by the current process of
developing domestic energy proposals and the uncertain legislative
outcome, As a result, we do not believe a Summit agreement can
effectively treat this situation.

The programs outlined in Solomon's draft, by themselves, do not
seem to be appropriate to a significant economic stimulus, although
a sharper focus on coal and coal-related investments could be
a part of a significant stimulus package. Current developments
related to coal policy are increasing uncertainties and reducing
confidence significantly. The programs discussed earlier could
reverse this trend.

The Surunit energy measures that would most enhance investor
confidence throughout the industrialized economies would be
those that give some assurance that a sharp oil price dislocation
and subsequent major recession would not occur, even if there
should be significant oil supply/demand imbalances in the future.
Additionally, those policy actions that would act to avoid potential
oil supply constraints by increasing domestic supply or enhancing
conservation would help to defer future pressure on oil prices.

FDG mec
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———

5113.00
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Subway/Boston
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(Wilson home / no receipt)
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190.50
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Airticket (attached) 5113.00

February 16

Subway/Boston
laxi/Boston
Taxi/Washington
laxi/Washington

50.80
6.50
9.00
8.50

February 17
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Taxi/Washington
laxi/Providence to Shkhonk, Mass.

(Wilson home / no receipt)

24.50
6.50

22.00

190.50

Carroll L. Wilson
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THE UNDER SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY
FOR MONETARY AFFAIRS

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20220

February 23, 1978

Professor Carroll Wilson
E40-159
MIT
77 Massachusetts Avenue
Cambridge, MA 02139

Dear Dr. Wilson:

To get the process going to reimburse you for your
recent trip to Washington, I need the following items to
make out the Travel Voucher which is enclosed.

(1) Your signature on the voucher where the red
ny" 418 located.

(2) Your airline ticket stubs.

(3) Any other expenses you incurred, i.e., taxi fares
to and from the airport, etc. (If any taxi fare
is over $15, I need a receipt or certification
of payment)

If you could please send these items to me in the
enclosed envelope, I will take care of the rest.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

tA.

Terty L. Brown
Secretary for

Richard W. Fisher

Enclosures
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Dear Professor Wilson:

I was pleased to hear from Dick Fisher that you would
be willing to serve on a panel of consultants which will
assist me in reviewing some potential energy initiatives
for the upcoming Summit meeting. The other members of the
panel are Thorton Bradshaw and F. Gerard Adams.

As you know, a Summit is planned for Bonn in the latter
half of the summer. While efforts to formulate an agenda for
that meeting are only now just beginning, it seems inevitable
that the global energy situation and what to do about it will
be a key discussion item. Accordingly, we are exploring ways
to make these discussions constructive and innovative.
Specifically, we are exploring the feasibility of a Summit
initiative that would serve the dual purpose of reducing energy
dependence on imports of Summit countries and stimulating badly
needed investment and GNP growth at the same time, along the
lines suggested in the attached memo.

I would like to meet with you and Messrs. Bradshaw and
Adams sometime in mid-February to discuss this energy induced
stimulus concept and how to approach it.

Fisher will be contacting you shortly to brief you
further and arrange for a mutually convenient meeting time.
In the meantime, I would appreciate your treating this matter
confidentially.

Sincerely,

Anthony M. Solomon

Attachment

Professor Carroll Wilson
£40-159
MIT
77 Massachusetts Avenue
Cambridge, MA 02139



RESTRICTED USE

The global energy problem would be a logical focal point
for an initiative to modernize and expand the capital stock of
the Summit countries. The large change in the relative price
of energy that occurred in late 1973 has clearly altered the
production function of the global economy so as to render
obsolete a considerable part of the existing capital stock.
And too, uncertainties regarding energy pricing and policy
have retarded adjustment. A deliberate Summit initiative
designed to serve the dual purpose of reducing Summit countries’
oil import dependence and stimulating GNP growth, based on clear
guidelines on energy policy and general investment incentives,
could help overcome these uncertainties and facilitate the
adjustment needed to get the Summit economies back to a balanced
and adequate growth path. Given the heightened public awareness
of the energy problem a well conceived and articulated program
of this type could capture public imagination and be saleable
to the domestic constituencies of the Summit participants.

To be saleable to the Summit participants themselves,
such an initiative would have to be constructed so as to have a

near-immediate impact on the sluggish global economy. This
need for immediacy places a constraint on the types of programs
that might be proposed. For example, for the United States
there are limits to what could be instituted for immediate
effect. On the whole, largely because our FY79 budget is
pretty well locked up, anything that could be done in terms of
commitments to additional budget expenditures (including "tax
expenditures") would likely have to wait until fiscal year
1980 and beyond. Except for announcement effects, such programs
would not impact on the economy until sometime late in CY79 at
the earliest, and not on energy production until after that.
Thus, while there might be possibilities for significant
announcements affecting subsequent budgets, measures which could
be accomplished within FY79 fall into the following major areas:

(1) encouragement of energy production, conventional
and non-conventional;

{2) conservation;

(3) research and development.

RESTRICTED USE
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Within these areas, the U.S. contribution to a Summit
initiative might encompass the following:

(1) Energy Production

Most programs that would both affect economic
activity and promote increases in energy production
in the short-term lie in the area of conventional
energy, i.e., oil, coal and gas production. Aside
from price policies constrained by political con-
cerns, the major possibilities lie in the area of
simplifying or reducing regulatory bottlenecks,
improving logistics, and stimulating private
expenditures via tax subsidies and loan guarantees.

0il and Gas

The major initiatives in the oil and gas
area involve stimulating the application of
existing technology for enhanced recovery as
well as further work on advanced recovery
technology of the sort that appears to have
short term pay-off possibilities.

Coal

In part, stimulating coal production depends
upon assurance of adequate demand. Thus, provi-
sion of incentives for conversion from oil and
gas to coal usage, or at least removal of impedi-
ments, are important. These could be multilateralized
perhaps coupled with provision of assured access to
U.S. coal supplies for foreign customers.

Coal Gasification

Industry has ten major commercial coal
gasification plants (250 million cubic feet per
day or more per plant) in an advance planning stage.
Construction of at least one of these could start
as early as 1978, with a price tag of $1 billion or
more. This and additional plants could provide both
considerable additional energy output and significant
increased demand for labor and construction materials.
Among the questions holding up construction are
pricing decisions, assurances of some type of loan
guarantees and possible environmental problems.

RESTRICTED USE
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Some type of loan guarantee was included in the
bill vetoed by the President because of the Clinch
River project. However, the Administration
continues to support loan guarantees for such
purposes.

Transportation

Improvement of transportation systems for
both the o0il/gas and coal areas would have an
immediate and large effect on economic activity
and would eliminate a major bottleneck on the
actual use of available supplies. The largest
benefits are in the area of coal transportation,
and would involve improvement as well as
construction of rail facilities and rolling stock.
In addition, such a railroad program could do
much to reduce the current opposition of rail
interests to the construction of coal slurry pipe-
lines. A coal slurry pipeline program could
have a significant favorable impact on the steel
industry.

(2) Conservation
In this area, the National Energy Program (NEP)

is strong and we could cite most of the elements under
it. In addition, we might consider incentive programs
for either the construction or sale of passenger cars
powered by diesel and electrical engines. Of course,
the whole area of stimulation and/or subsidization of
public transportation has been neglected in the NEP.
There would be considerable scope for Federal grants
(heretically even from the Highway Trust Fund) to state
and local entities, in particular for electrically
powered systems (light rail and subway). The economic
impact of such programs, on both employment and
equipment expenditures, in particular on steel usage,
would be high.

RESTRICTED USE
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(3) Research and Development

A public commitment by the seven Heads of State
to increase both expenditures and cooperation in this
area would have a considerable PR effect, however,
short term GNP and employment effects would be modest.
Anything in this area short of a cooperative Manhattan-
type project would only pay-off in the very long-run.
But, increases in R &amp; D expenditures for commercial-
ization would be particularly useful in those areas
where technologies are sufficiently advanced. Prospects
appear good in solar energy, coal liquefaction and
gasification in this respect.

Careful thought might even suggest cooperative
ventures in the nuclear area which would be consistent
with non-proliferation objectives.

Duestions

is a Summit energy initiative desirable?

to what extent could we expect a spontaneous investment
response if and when uncertainties over energy pricing
and policy are cleared up?

would the types of programs outlined above produce
a significant stimulus effect or are they too limited
in scope? would they buttress confidence?

what specific Summit energy measures would most
effectively and immediately stimulate growth and
anhance investor confidence while reducing oil
import dependence?

RESTRICTED USE



Inter-Office Memorandum

»

i id = Helen Junz

From: Philip K. Verleger, Jr.

Subject: Energy Budget

ACTION BRIEFING INFORMATION

Date: February 16, 1978

The attached tables provide published and
unpublished details of the energy budget. Table 1
provides a summary of budget outlays for 1977 through
1979. Table 2 provides a comparison of the current
services budget with the budget request. (It indicates
that no new gross initiatives are planned for 1979).
The following tables provide indications of present
spending plans on energy.

OMB has separately provided the following
statement on major supply initiatives (coal
technologies, solar technology and fusion).

Coal Technologies: DOE now has a major demonstra-
tion plant underway in high BTU coal gasification and
is proposing in the FY 1979 budget the initiation of
a solvent refined coal demonstration plant (total
cost $500 million) which will produce clean boiler
fuel from coal. Because of the magnitude of the financial
commitment a demonstration plant represents, it is
unwise to propose "crash" demonstrations unless there
is some assurance that the technology being demonstrated
will eventually meet or exceed environmental standards
or significantly reduce the costs of a particular
technology.

Surname

tnitials/Date

In reviewing demonstration plants in the context
of the FY 1979 budget it was determined (1) that our
present needs for synthetic replacements for oil
and gas can very well be met with the demonstrations CN

 /
ReviewerInitiator Reviewer Reviewer
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Reviewer
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started in prior years or proposed for initation in
FY 1979 and (2) that additional research and design
must be conducted on some promising new combustion
and conversion technologies to assure that they can
achieve the needed environmental and economic advantages
over other technologies prior to committing large
axpenditures for them.

Solar Technologies: Outlay increases from $184
million in FY 1978 to $226 million in FY 1979 are
provided for increased research including a major
pilot plant to produce electricity from solar generated
steam and demonstration of select applications of
photovoltaics. In addition, the NEP calls for tax
expenditures to increase by over $100 million in
FY 1979 to encourage further the rapid growth of the
commercial solar heating industry. Additional demonstra-
tions now, beyond these proposed activities, are not
necessary to achieve this Administration's solar energy
objectives.

Fusion Power: A major tokamac experimental
facility (total cost over $230 million) and a mirror
fusion facility (total cost $94 million) will be
continued in the fusion program. It is crucial to
obtain more experimental data from ongoing facilities,
from the design of this major demonstration project
and from investigations of a variety of new approaches
to the fusion problem, prior to committing to even
larger more costly projects for this technology which
cannot make any contributions to our energy problem
antil sometime after 2000.



Table 1

Energy Budget
Energy Supply

Estimated Budget Outlays

(millions of dollars)

1978 1979 1980
(Fiscal Year)

Research &amp; Development &amp; Demonstration

Nuclear Fision
Nuclear Waste Management
Fossil
Inexhaustible &amp; Renewable
Environmental
Supporting Technology
Total Research &amp; Development

Uranium Enrichment
Uranium Enrichment Revenues
Proposed Legislation
Petroleum Reserves
Petroleum Reserve Receipts
Power Marketing
Other Offsetting Receipts

Total

935 828
126 163
582 689
663 792
329 327
170 218

2005 3017

1301
-0966

1383
-1209
-163

512
-~553
1430
-304

488
-492
1314
~260

4190 4113

815
184

1110
925
328
235

3597

1752
-1250
-169

284
~552
1739
-303

5099

Philip K. Verleger, Jr.
February 15, 1978
566-5063

rape



Table 2

U.S. Energy Budget - Current Services vs 1979

Proposal

1979
Current

1979%*
Request

Energy Supply
DOE Operations
Petroleum Reserves
Petroleum Reserves Receipts
Power Marketing
Other Offsetting Receipts
Other Energy Supply

3,469
210

-553
145

-340

96

3,436
186

-553
152

-304
 115

3,0823,063

Energy Conservation
Emergency Preparedness
Energy Information

Policy &amp; Regulation
Reduction for Offsetting Receipts

484
2,486

1,010
4,255

917
-95

1,006
_-~95

Total 6,885 9,208

Comment

SPRO

Excludes two items shown in table A-13 of Special
Analysis A which require legislative authority
that has already denied by Congress.

Philip K. Verleger, Jr.
February 15, 1978
566-5063



Energy Conservation

Conservation Programs

Conservation Tax Credits

Total

(outlays in millions)

FY 77 FY 78

143 602
FY79
1402

1106
2508

 0 426

143 1028

Budget highlights for 1979

$548 million (188% increase) in outlays

for state grants

y $324 million in outlays (33% increase) to develop

more efficient technologies for consuming

sectors of transportation industry and building

Philip K. Verleger
February 15, 1978
566-5063



Solar Development

Outlays in Millions

Federal Programs

Tax Incentives

a)

129

0

189

18

224

325

79

366

101

467

Budget Highlights

{. Near Term

D Phase out of demonstration program

in favor of tax credits. (Tax credits

will lead to 2-1/2 million solar heated

homes by 1985)

Installation of solar heat in federal

buildings.

ITI. Long Term

Acceleration of methods to produce

electricity (both central station and

decentralized)

photovoltaic

Further work on wind systems

Philip K. Verleger, Jr.
February 15, 1978 v
566-5063



Fossil Energy Development

Coal

Petroleum

Gas

(outlays in millions)

1977 1978
Actual Est.

388 495

1978
Est.

588

43 71

— 30

582 689

")

ao.

452

Budget Highlights

20% increase for research on advanced
fossil energy processes (methanol)

initiation of a solvent refined coal
demonstration plant ($500 million)

coal utilization ($209 Budget OUtlays in
79) for coal utilization (fluidized bed,
scrubbers and coal slaves). Also
including research on advanced technologies

Coal conversion ($316 Budget Outlays in
79) in gassification and liquification)
including

3

A a demonstration of economic and
environmental acceptability for low
BTU industrial use and high BTU pipeline
ase)

r research on clean gas produced insitu
from coal, and

intitiation of a solvent refined plant

coal mining ($6.3 million)

petroleum - advanced recovery and shale oil.

Philip K. Verleger, Jr.
February 15, 1978
566-5063



Nuclear Fission

Outlays

R&amp;D

Waste Management

836

7
B93

78
935

126 163
1061 991

Highlights

Naste Disposal - Demonstrate a sound permanent

disposal system ($187 in authority)

Light Water Reactors - $30 million Budget Authority

Authority to improve productivity and safety

margin of present reactors

Breeder Technology = $367 Budget Authority for

research on the LMFBR.

Alternative to the LMFBR - $214 million on alternative

advanced advacated systems which do not use

separated plutonium.

Philip K. Verleger, Jr.
February 15, 1978
566-5-63
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ACTION BRIEFING INFORMATION

Date: January 27, 1978 |
A

For:

From:

Subject:

Ass.stu.nt Secretary Berg:icen cM
Deputy Assistant ...Tes tory Junz(/¥*

The Possible Shape of "Phase Two" in the National Energy
Program

This memo responds to your request for thoughts on
where USG efforts, which will ultimately reduce the severe
pressure on our payments position now exerted by our large
oil imports, should go once the current energy legislation
battle is resolved, one way or another.

The thoughts set out below proceed under the assump-
tion that our overriding national objective in energy policy
is to find means to assure our economy, and those of our

trading partners, of the availability of the energy resources
necessary to sustain a satisfactory rate of stable, non-
inflationary growth. Coupled with this economic objective
must be the political one of freeing our foreign policy
and that of our Allies from the threat of energy supply
interruptions.

Assuming that an energy bill is enacted based on the
NEP, it will

provide tax incentives for a variety of residential
conservation measures,

- encourage a gradual increase in the efficiency
of the US auto fleet (although it will do little
or nothing to reduce the rate of growth of that
fleet or its average usage),

encourage some fuel switching from oil and gas to
coal,

lll contain several other measures which will tend to
reduce energy use.

Initiator Reviewer Reviewer Reviewer

Surname ~ ICE-SCHOTTR

— ) ¢ 3 iInitials/Date ) Se / /_ J
Sp

Form OS - 3275
Department nf *he Treasury



Although quite uncertain, best estimates are that this might
reduce 1985 oil imports between 1.5 and 2 million barrels
per day below what would likely otherwise be the case.
In today's prices that would save between $7 1/4 and $10
billion in 1985.

The creation of the 1 billion barrel SPR shoyld provide
the divorcementofourimmediate foreign policy actions from
the constraints which an oil embargo might impose. The
existence of the IEA Emergency Oil Sharing Program multi-
lateralizes this, although this effect is dependent to some
extent on oil storage programs of our IEA partners.

Valuable as it is, in stretching out world oil and gas
supplies, conservation cannot realistically be expected to
impact significantly on the ability of OPEC to administer
oil prices to their economic and political advantage. It
Will still leave us negotiating from weakness when we dis-
cuss pricing, production, etc., and will still leave us
vulnerable to OPEC oil prices as a political instrument./

Thus, the additional energy measures must take the
direction of encouraging:

expanded production of conventional oil and gas,
both within the US and in every other area where
potential reserves which can be produced
economically at present and reasonably-anticipated
oil prices exist,

investment in development of synthetic liquid
and gaseous hydrocarbons or close substitutes
such as methanol,

investment in development of new technology for
more flexibly utilizing our enormous solid fuel
resources directly, and

intensified development of energy technologies
such as solar power, fusion, wave motion, etc.,
which have the advantage of non-depletability as
compared with most energy sources which can be
economically utilized in our existing capital
machinery.

Tt is also likely that additional measures will be
necessary to:



-- encourage investment in new plant and equipment
to utilize new energy sources and new technologies,

encourage a shift of our transport systems
away from their excessive dependence on private
autos and trucks and more toward mass transit and
rail facilities.

The instruments which the USG will have available
include tax incentives, subsidies, investment guarantees,
and direct activity, e.g., a "Manhattan Project" approach.

In spite of the intense political emotions which it
arouses, consideration should be given to the impact on
conventional oil and gas production which decontrol might
have. Here the initiatives must concentrate on the taxes
necessary to extract unnecessary rents while, insofar as
possible, eliminating the uncertainties which now may
inhibit exploration and production investments in a rather
major way.

Coal liquids and gases are now technically feasible,
as is extraction of synthetic crude from shale. However,
the technology has not yet been translated into even pilot
commercial operations. And, the eventual economics, in
competition with conventional oil and gas, even given some
of the extremely gloomy projections for world oil prices in
the mid 1980s, do not appear to be arousing the kind of
investor interest without which these sources of supply
cannot be developed. Because these technologies exist,
tax credits, accelerated depreciation, or even investment
guarantees appear most appropriate. The attractiveness of
synfuels from coal and shale lies in the fact that they
are directly and completely substitutable in all uses for
natural gas and natural petroleum. Even the refinery
modifications necessary to run an input stream of "shale
0il" instead of Arabian Light are minimal. So, the
retrofit investment which is so large an element if we
drastically shift to solid coal as an energy source is
missing. As an additional advantage, the environmental
problems of burning these synfuels are dramatically lower
than for coal.

To utilize solid coal on a considerably larger scale
than at present (as does appear necessary), considerable
expenditure will be necessary for treatment facilities to
satisfy serious environmental problems, either before burning



or to control emissions. The use of solid coal also poses
a serious transport problem, particularly in the case where
Western coal is concerned. The Railroad Revitalization Act
was not constructed with the coal transport requirements
in mind. Coal slurry pipelines, particularly for utility
feedstock movement, are very promising, but face legal
challenge--very importantly from rail interests as well
as Western environmentalists concerned over depletion of
aquifers. The most appropriate instruments here appear
to be tax incentives and investment guarantees.

Finally, for the category of what are now "exotic"
energy technologies, but which may (like synthetic rubber)
become the standard energy source, consideration should
be given to mounting a "Manhattan Project". The payoff
for the enormous managerial, entrepreneurial, and capital
commitment necessary for movement from theory to commercial
reality does not appear feasible for private capital and
can only be undertaken, as for a Moonshot, by the USG.
It would be beyond the scope of this memo to focus too
closely on the target technology or the exact strategy to
be used. But this approach needs to be considered seriously.

It may be worthwhile to consider an Energy Investment
Bank to coordinate these energy investment incentive pro-
grams. R&amp;D of the usual sort already appears lodged within
DOE, but the type of expertise and orientation for the
kind of investment programs I think will be required does
not appear to exist there. It seems to be a Treasury

function.

Whatever policy action is adopted, it is of over-
riding importance that regulatory bottlenecks to investment
decision-making be removed. Government policies have been
lacking in clarity and resolution of environmental questions,
energy source substitution questions, etc. is necessary to
allow rational decisions to be made with regard to choice
to new equipment, location of plant and retrofit of existing

equipment.
One final thought; all of these financial and tax

incentives lend themselves readily to multilateralization
and to international project cost/risk/benefit-sharing. °
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A STRATEGIC RESERVES PROJECT

THE CONCEPT

The creation of a Synthetic Fuels-from-Coal Production Capa-
bility as a Modern Form of Strategic Fuels Reserve for National
Defense has been proposed by Dr. Jerome B. Wiesner, President of
MIT.

OBJECTIVE OF THIS MEMORANDUM

To make a preliminary assessment of the feasibility of creat-
ing such a reserve for U.S. military fuel requirements based on
our abundant domestic coal reserves. If such coal mining, trans-
port and processing capability were to ke developed by the Depart-
ment of Defense, present reserves (Elk Hills and NPR-4 in Alaska)
might be developed and released for other purposes.

TABLES 1 AND 2 AND FIGURE 1 - SOME ALTERNATIVE SYSTEMS FOR
SYNTHETIC FUEL FROM COAL

In Table 1 and shown graphically in Figure 1 are comparisons
of three process choices for a synthetic fuels-from-coal capa-
bility with estimated efficiencies, capital and product costs.

CHOICE #1 - Fischer-Tropsch process yielding refined liquid
fuels as in the "Sasol" plant in South Africa
which has been operating for 20 years producing
7,000 b/d.

CHOICE #2 - Fischer-Tropsch concept to produce synthetic
natural gas - In an advanced stage of engineer-
ing design for large plants (250 Million CFD) -

A Project Sponsored by the Massachusetls institute of Technology in Association with the MIT Energy Laboratory



~as to be traded at the point of manufacture
for equivalent fuels nceded by the military
at the point of use.

GoOTC i&lt;3 - [1nroved Coal Hydrogenation = In thie first
stage build 3 large pilot plants (2,000 b/d)
0 prove out key steps and to develop engineer-
ing basis for full scale; - in second stage
suild full scale plents.

CCIENT

Comparing in Table 1 and Figure 1 Choices #1, #2 and
#3 using Illinois coal, major features are the following:

FL I) Jf
par, WeL—

vield - Barrels

per ton of coal

input

Plant cost
$/barrel daily
output

Product cost

§/barrel

lL.” Slt 1.9 5/t 2.3 b/t

 nN ~
3D 700 $25,000 $18,500

Coal and
operations 517.30 $13.50 $11.70

Capital
charges 18.00 12.30 9.10

Total cost $35.30/b $25.80/b $20.80/b

If private capital is to finance the syncrude plants
($ billions raised in the public capital markets) the
capital charges (18% of total investment) becomes an
sgsential part of the product cost.

If DOD in creating such a reserve capability paid for
the plants and arranged for their operation by contract,
the out-of-pocket cost of synthetic fuels to DOD would be



$13.50 to $11.70/barrel (cases 2 and 3) compared with
about $14/b now paid by DOD for 300,000 b/d of jet fuel.

rable 2 is an estimate of costs and tine to bring &amp;

300.000 b/d capability into operation.

OTHER CHOICES

IN-SITU COAL GASIFICATION may be another longer-range choice.
comparable estimates of efficiency, capital and product costs,
and time to bring into production are not available to us.

SHALE OIL either from underground mining OY in-situ recovery 1s
another set of choices for a strategic reserve synthetic fuels

~apability.

a) UNDERGROUND SHALE OIL OPERATION - FEA estimates in 1974
for a 50,000 b/d plant and mining operation were a capital
‘nvestment of $280 million ($5,600/b/daily capacity) and
shale oil selling prices of $8.35/b and $12.35/b for
14%, and 21% rate of return. By October 1974 revised
estimatesasaresult of detailed engineering design of
a plant had incrcased the capital cost to $300 million
($16,000/b/d) and selling prices of $13.80/b and $20.40/h
For 14% and 217 return.

5) IN-SITU SHALE OIL RECOVERY = FEA estimates in 1974 for

capital investment ranged from $280-380 million with
rates of return and product costs comparable with the
$8.35 and $12.35/b above. NO revised estimates for
in-situ projects are available because development has
aot reached the state of engineering design of a total

project.

CONCLUSIONS

CHOOSING NUMBER 1 would be unavoidable if it were concluded
hat the nation faced a desperate national defense emergency now.
[t is wasteful of coal, inefficient and much more expensive than

No. 2 and No. 3.

CHOOSING NUMBER 2 would be a move towards getting at the
~ritical natural gas shortage (20% shortfall in relation to firm



requirements forecast by the Federal Power Commission for the
year ending larch, 1976); expending coal production and trans-
sort by about 60 million tons per year or about 10% over current
production; and buildine an engincoring and construction capéar-
5ility for synthetlc gaseous fuels which would be a very valuable
foundation in the next step in making synthetic liquid fuels.
[n practice, it may be desirable to include several plants to
sroduce methanol rather than methane; the technology and eco-
qomics are very closely related and methanol as a liquid fuel
has certain advantages, particularly for stationary power units.

CHOOSING Minn 3 would move us ahead towards a sound

synthetic fuels production which will become more important each
year as conventional oil and gas reserves are depleted. In
rhe absence of major discoveries in the U.S. and Alaska, pro-
duction of oil and gas in the U.S., which have already peaked,
will continue to decline. Global production may also decline
rather sharply before the end of the century if growth in
demand continues, even at 5% per year. with current oil plus
gas usage in the U.S. at 27 million barrels a day oil equivalent,
we need to begin installation of an energy system to replace
natural oil and gas. Our abundant coal reserves will allow us

to do this.

RECOMMENDATIONS

|

Zz.

That the concept of a strategic fuels reserve in the form
of a going capability to produce synthetic fuels from U.S.
coal be adopted.

That DOD embark upon a program CO achieve an initial re-

serve capability of 300,000 b/d by taking the following
actions:

a) Choice #2 - Fischer-Tropsch Synthetic Natural Gas -
Thvite bids to supply the gas equivalent of 300,000
b/d for 20 years at agreed prices and to exchange
synthetic natural gas at points of manufacture for
liquid fuel products at points of useage bv DOD.

&gt;) choice #3 =- Improved Coal Hydrogenation - invite pro-
posals for 3 pilot plants of about 2,000 b/d each
and engineering of full-scale plants to proceed in



parallel as fast as possible, DOD to mect costs, Be
srepared to invite bids for 200,000 b/d of liquid
fuels capacity on terms similar to (a) above.

As an alternative, DCD might buy the plants, absorb the
capital cost, and contract for operation of the plants.
Jnder such a plan the capital charge in the cost/b of
product would drop out and the out-of-pocket cost to DOD
sould be $13.50/b for fuels in Choice #2 and $11.70/b
for fuels in Choice #3 using Illinois coal; and $11.40/b
in Choice #2 and $10.00/b in Choice #3 using Western coal.

That DOD embark upon a program to achieve additional
strategic reserve capacity of 200,000 b/d of shale oil
through steps comparable with 2(a) and (b) above with an
sbjective of securing half of the 200,000 b/d by in-situ
recovery systems if further development and demonstration
hich DOD should finance indicates that in-situ systems
are competitive on cost, water requirement and environmental

impact.

Carroll L. Wilson
August 24, 1975



figure 1 -~ SOME ALTERNATIVE SYSTEMS FOR SYNTHETIC FUEL FROM COAL

[] - Illinois Coal
20 x 100Btu/T

m3
{| - Western Coal
1 17 x 106Btu/T

Efficiency-
Yield:

Barrels of
syncrude output
per ton of
coal input :

Syncrude
plant cost
($ per barrel
daily capacity) a0 |

Product
cost
($/barrel) 20

Fraction of

\ cost due to
capital charges

1 no1.9 rl
- 1.76

J

Choice #1 Choice #Z Choice #3

737,000
$25,000 Wm

$19,000$19,000

~“hoice #1 Choice #2 Choice #3

35. 30
7

32.80

25 80m
23.70

2 20-801 F 19.10
v2.30 ,

‘9.10

18.00r 18.00

12.30

EC

Chin i“ } Chniro 49 Choice }



Table 1 - SOME ALTERNATE SYSTEMS FOR SYNTHETIC FUEL FROM COAL

Choice #1: Choice #2;
Fischer - Tropsch F-T ~- Synz as (3)

nn 11. u.

56 £7Overall thermal efficiency (%)

yield (barrels/day of oil or
oil equivalent in gas per
ton of coal input)

Synthetic fuel plant investment

($ per barrel of daily
capacity) (4) $37,000 $37,000

Cost of refined fuels
(S$ per barrel of output)

109 1.44

$25,000 $25,000

coal - see (1) and (2) $13.30 $10.80 $10.50 5 €..0

operating cost
(syndrude plants)

Subtotal

4.00

17.30

18.00

4,00

14.30

18.00

3.00 3.00

13.50 11.40

12.30 12.30Capital charges (°)
Total ($ per barrel of

refined fuels) $35.30 $32.80 $25.80 $23.70

Iimproved :.yaroioenationaR Yor¢ 0a ;seeYY ane ronarolnn

i
ls)
o

2.0

518,5C:,500 $18,500

~
Y 2.79 S$ 7.00

3.00 3.00

12 71 10.C0O

9.310 9.10

520.50 512.10

Footnotes and basis for yield and cost estimates appear on the attachocd nan.



rootnotes for Table 1 - SOME ALTERNATE SYSTEMS FOR SYNTHETIC FUEL FROM COAL

Explanation of choices and assumptions

(1) Illinois coal - 20 million Btu/ton - $20/ton delivered
(2) Western coal = 17 million Btu/ton - $14 /ton delivered
(3) Synthetic natural gas (950 Btu/CF) to be traded for liquid fuels needed by DOD
(4) All cost estimates in 1975 constant dollars
(5) Capital charges at 18%, of total investment

Differences in plant costs for I1linois and Western coals (because of different heat values,
volumes, and characteristics) result in some differences in plant costs per barrel of output
Sut these differences are relatively small and have been ignored in these calculaticns.

In Table 1, the estimate on coal costs are from a National Academy of Enginecring Study in
1974. Efficiencies, capital and operating cost estimates are - for case #1 the estimates
are based on recently published figures by Sasol of South Africa who operate the only comercial
plant of this type; for case #2 from filings before the Federal Power Comriission by the lest
roast Transmission Company and the American Natural Gas Company; for case #3 from Eric Reichi,
President of Conoco Coal Development Company and a leading authority on cocl conversion. Host
~f the recent engineering estimates presented to the government Or in public forums will be
within + 25% of the figures used in this memorandum. This seems to be a close enough approxi-
nation for the purpose of assessing the concept of a Military Fuels Reserve in the form of a

going synthetic fuels industry based on domestic coal.



Table 2 - SOME ALTERNATE SYSTEMS FOR SYNTHETIC FUEL FROM COAL

Coal requirements, syncrude plant investments and years
to establish a 300,000 b/d output

Coal requirement
(assuming 1/2 of production
from syncrude plants using
111. coal and 1/2 of pro-
duction from plants using
Ww. coal)

(million tons/year)

Total syncrude plant
investment (3 billion)

Research, development and
demonstration ($ billion)

Time required to have full
capacity operati onal (years)

Choice #1:
Fischer ~- Tropsch

37 - 111

43 - W.

TS

80 MT/yr

511.1 Billion

6-8 years

Choice #2:
F-T - Syngas

29 - Ill.

33 - VW.

62 MT/vr

57.5 Billion

5-8 years

Choice #3:

Improved Hydrogenation

24 - 111.

27 - W.

——ta

51 MT/vyr

55.5 Billion

50.75 Billion

10-12 years

Note for Table 2

For an output of 300,000 b/d of refined fuels, the estimates from Table 1 yield the figures
in Table 2. An output figure of 300,000 b/d is selected because it approximates the potential
yield to the Government from Elk Hills (when fully developed), is about half of DOD current
energy usage, and represents about 17, of current U.S. oil and gas usage (27 MB/DOE) .
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January 3, 1978

Mr. Richard Fisher
Secretary Salomon's Office
The Treasury
Washinaton, D. C.

Dear Dick:

In follow-up to our phone conversation I send you the
Following:

A

B.

WAES Report - Released May 16 in 15 national capitals
of WAES Participants - 35 leaders from industry,
yovernment and research centers

Summary conclusion on back cover
Participants, Associates and Sponsors pp. xiii-xviii
Conclusions pp. 3-5
Executive Summary pp. 5-46

Technical Volume Centamfits
MIT Press

C. Shell Briefing Service Summary of Report

D. Billion Ton World Steam Coal Trade - draft prospectus

Memo to Hafele (copies also to Sir
Chairman, National Coal Board, Dr.
President of Ruhrkole and others)
Schematics
Jutline

Derek Ezra,
Karl Bund,

A next draft of D will be done this week and I'll send you
a copy. I will be discussing this in London January 18-21 with
NCB, Shell and BP, in Vienna with Hafele and others, in Italy,
Norway, etc., returning here February 12. I also keep Wal}y



Mr. Richard Fisher
Page 2
January 3, 1978

Hopkins, Deputy Head of IEA, fully informed especially
of the March meeting of IEA Governing Council in Tokvo
coal will be on the agenda.

I'll be glad to help in any way I can on the
lined on the phone.

things

in view
where

you out-

Sincerely,

carroll L. Wilson

SLW:F

Enclosures
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DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20220

DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY

AUG 29 19/1

Dear Mr. Wilson:

Thank you for your letter of August 18 and the
materials on the WAES project you enclosed. The study
of absorptive capacity of the OPEC to which you refer
was jointly funded by the Departments of Treasury,
State and Commerce. It is entitled MEDIUM TERM ABILITY
OF OIL PRODUCING COUNTRIES TO ABSORB GOODS AND SERVICES
and was prepared in March, 1976 by CACI, Inc. under
Department of State Contract 1722-520061. Unfortunately,
we do not have copies available for distribution, how-
ever, you may be able to secure a copy from

CACI, Inc. (J. Wecasa) “bes 05) |
1815 North Fort Meyer Drive ¥ 71 - 7520
Arlington, Virginia 22209

OY

Mr. E. Raymond Platig
Office of External Research
Bureau of Intelligence and Research
Department of State
Washington, D. C. 20520

Sincerely,

Helen B._ JungDeputy Assistant Secxetary for
Commodities and Natural Resources

Mr. Carroll L. Wilson, Director
Workshop on Alternative Energy Strategies
MIT, 1 Amherst Street
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139

Ole F7ollkei7m IFES
LCy IRupiec — DC. fois
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August 18, 1977

Mr. Junz
The Office of the Deputy

Assistant Secretary
Treasury Department
Washington, D. C.

Dear Sir:

Mr. Monte C~nfield of the General Accounting Office has told
me of a study of the sh-~=—~w- capgcirv of OPEC countries which
has recently be«n == Sevres Pecqrtment. 1 am writing
to ask whethex = he avalleble,

. I encle

and others ov
Saudi Arab:

I'm
Review c~-

on Globa.

I would ar. . .«¢

this study which I gather -
Treasury and whether a c~-

~te recently to Robert Roosa
- nreliminary estimate of

3 “ticle in the Technology
“inding~ of the report

"~ you can tell me concerning

consulting firm for the

Sincerely

Carroll L. Wilson

CLW:F

Enclosure-



Soviet’s Afghan Action:
Pullout or Tactical Shift?

THE NEW YORK TIMES, TUESDAY, JUNE 24, 1980
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By DREW MIDDLETON
The widely advertised withdrawal of [tory is beyond the Soviet grasp with the

some Soviet units from Afghanistan ap-|present level of 80,000 men in the country.
years to be part of a change in the nature | Analysts argue that this total has been
f the forces. Heavy-weapons units, |altered only marginally by the reported
anks, air-defense missiles and surface- withdrawal. Last week, there was a sud-
o-surface missiles are leaving and being |den increase in the number of Soviet

replaced by the infantry es- [transport aircraft, Antonov-12’s and An-
sential to Soviet success in a |tonov-22’s, landing by night at Kabul air-

Military guerrilla campaign. port. These aircraft, it is thought, carried
Analysis The composition of the [some of the infantry intended to replace

forces being withdrawn, {the heavy units.
analysts said, is consistent | After the first monthof the invasion the

vith the changes in tactics forced upon |Soviet tactics of sending massive ar-
he Soviet military planners by their |mored columns against villages and
original misconceptions of the military ‘ebel strongholds proved only marginally
oroblem. The Russians, analysts agreed, successful. } .
selieved that tactics suitable for theinva- The fighting in Paktia Province last
sion of Central Europe would succeed veek apparently taught the Soviet high
against an ill-armed but flexible enemy -‘ommand two lessons. One was that ar-
n a country where roads for tanks are qored columns are vulnerable to am-
‘ew and poorly maintained. sush. One tank unit was surprised and

United States, British and Chinese ana- hot up in the Sultani Valley near Urgun,
ysts agree that the forces withdrawn in- pparently because it was not preceded
lude at least one tank regiment, one to Jy light infantry patrols. The second les-
hree surface-to-surface missile bat- .on was that fighting close to the Paki-
eries, at least two air-defense missile tani frontier is likely to-attract refugees
vatteries, some armored personnel car- jackintothebattle.
ier units and maintenance units for According to a British source, several _
hese and other heavy weapons. aousand Jen oomPala Ione a yStuges —_—— me . eo —— . ———’ amp at Mirams in Pakistan to join . » \

wera SLES] A 4 Change in Emphasis: Inflation, Not RecoveryThe number count,theysaid,is abou, mns aha wea and Cards. er1l1 Ce, a all e 11 In aS ’ . .
0,000 men, or just under the authorized an Regime a Problem — _ oT oo. oo. . . . r .

trength of a Soviet motor rifle division. Another serious Soviet problem is the By PAUL LEWIS lorsed today will undoubtedly be painful. i Two of them, Prime Minister Pierre tries In tdgsating prices a croasingHeavy units have been of minor value i}; i” iabilitv of th Special to The New YorkTimes As President Carter reminded his six col  Zlliott Trudeau of Canada and Prime |their a ose pa le developing
n co x with scattered bands of Af Jdlitary and politics) unreliability of the leagues at their joirit news conference Minister Francesco Cossiga of Italy, |world worst hit by recent increases. In
PD a Statens of Afghan| Afghan Government. VENICE, June 23— The pendulum has, gz i i revailing wisdom |their communiqué, the seven call onts. United States intelligenc i i today, ‘“We will now be returning to our openly questioned the p g que,nsurgen S ! wi A EY i 2 Moscow has been told, according to a {swung for the seven industrial powers of own ALTO fre wiloimier . Sgh 1t the meeting by saying they thought ris- |OPEC to do both, arguing that rising oil
OS Prey on a ® in British analyst, that under present cir-|the non-Communist world. Instead of But the seven are demanding sacrifices . ng unemployment was becoming a more|prices are at the center of the world’s eco-
 aod po 1a poalize that Night in- | cumstances no pro-Soviet AfZhan overs: pressing onus ngain for a concertadeto. f a world that i Ire d ak | serious political problem for the West [nomic woes because they simultaneously
antry depioyed by helicopter was the an-| ment could control the country after the {nomic revival, the governments that| 0! @ World economy that is already weak- » | d wth and rai
wer to guerrilla activity rather than| jeparture of Soviet troops. command those economies are now |€ning fast. In the industrial West, three | than rising prices. SD oyand raise Pres Gorma:
leavy air strikes and massive armored | * The virtual collapse of the Afghan preaching the danger of ons Se ry igarpeas Prosiatpl Conia, Presiden: Jraléry ny, France, Italy and Canada went a step
There is some evidence, the analysts Army as a fighting force means some News Owe oon and prices are already pushing the develop- Gisca Hel y a = Ot TaTcs Zh hen, | further by endorsing the Brandt commis-

aid, that the forces withdrawn fromAf. analysis salu thet fhe Russians, once tis Analysis pedging iffic ies pam ing world towardageneralrecessionthatallfacreelcticnscn.Andwhilei| sion's call for a negotiated end to the
thanistan willgo no further than the area polioca) elviceonds of fe ple I= y Pligg and difficult stops 10 threatens to spread throughout the indus- py SiS ——Som. ist ,{ world’s energy-centered difficulties at a

Sov ¢ T 2 enia, just north of Af- |e Fis Wihiiaiwal 81S Shout mills Sink free the West from energy trial world. Meanwhile, OPEC shows a ent Carterproms i D fous hr eure global summit meeting.
h ten Thedistrict's Rn, aaron In | Sonously of rainy froop leusis Ih Af Scarcity: worrying ability to keep oil prices rising for premature Te tation og S oul id | Only British and American hesitatiion
thant cand eadq ghanistan toa figure close t0 200,000 men.| The communiqué issued today at the by trimming its output to fi Sieckont States economy, the same canno Saud stopped the seven powers from formally
tSamarkand. . On the positive side the Russians know end of the economic summit conference iemand £| of the othermajor candidates — Rona backing the Brandt commission’s plan
Meanwhile, infantry units of company|hat the insurgents are not receiving any ‘ere was fundamentally different from . : Reagan, with his pledge of a 30 percent “today. In a world short of oil. however,

-nd battalion strength are being moved| serious external aid in weapons and sup- hose that followed the five previous an- Problem of Unemployment tax cut, and Edward M. Kennedy, with big seven industrial governments are
Jy iransportplanesand trucks into Boys lies. But they cannot understand, a Brit- 1ual gatherings of the heads of govern- Ag the summit conference broke up to- | his emphasis on unemployment. coming to realize they cannot control
wnAlgnanisian,w S7O thai potero shsourcesaid, why, in this situation, the | ment of the United States, West Germa- night "it was an open question how suc | One way for the seven to ease the task their own economic destiny or that of the
oo readily observed and repo © esistance continues. He also said that in |ny, Japan, Britain, France, Italy and Gessty] the seven leaders will be in stick hey have set themselves wouldbetoseekrestoftheglobe, as Keynes once told
Vosierm governments, . lew of the numerical weakness of effec-|Canada. ing to their good intentionr- +a cooperation of the oil-exporting coun- jr thaw

~The buildup is gradual and methodi- jye insurgent forces -probably about| Fighting inflation — not promoting —_—
jal onegna ile hurl 5,000 men in widely scattered bands -no jobs and growth — has becoms “our im- _ . . |
antry units enter itis likely mount of weapons would suffice to halt | mediate top priority,” the seven powers P d N. R fi »hat there will be another well-publicized nail out Ruscing offort. said. And little doubt was left about the £~ F'€SIident INow de ~&lt; . enefrits in ontacts ith MoSCOW
withdrawal of heavy units. But in terms “ spajysts generally warn against cling- nain cause of inflation. “Unless we can|
f winning the campaign, the infantry is 5 ¢5 any idea that the Russian are in- | deal with the problems of energy,” the rT WE es  Hiniase Sop. it
far more important than the heavy stuff. olved in a ‘Vietnam situation.” The|communiqué said, ‘‘we cannot cope with Continued From Page Al said, “How do you 80 about it?”’ He said | We're allpoliticians, he said, “and

Russians’ position is more difficult, mili- | other problems.” —_— that it was “‘easy” for France to propose| We all exchange experiences.
Reinforcements Expected arily and politically, than they anticipat-! Since Rambouillet, where the first of ference. Mr Carter al de the foll total Israeli withdrawal from the occu- | CL

There also is some evidence that the re- «d, one said. But as long as there is no he yearly summit meetings was held in | 1érénce, Mr Carter also made the follow-| pjed West Bank, but hard to also assure | Soviet Broke Pact, Carter Saysdlacement program will in time be fol- mifying force to control the insurgents , 1975, the seven industrial powers had ingpoints: . Israeli security as well. _
owed by a major reinforcement from the | und no outside power willing and able to - tried to overcome the ‘burden of rising ' 9The United States learned of the ‘Rough’ Session With Schmidt To
&gt;stimated 30,000 troops in reserve just |supply the rebels with weapons, the Rus- energy costs by pursuing a coordinated 3oviet Union’s plan to withdraw some of By GRAHAM HOVEY
icross the Afghan-Soviet frontier. Most|sians eventuallv will succeed in pacifving - stimulation of their economies in an ef. its forces from Afghanistan through its Although Mr. Carter was at some pains Special to The New YorkTimes
military analysts agree that decisive vie- | the countrv fos curb unemployment without mak own means before Friday night, when! {y stress the improved communication] WASHINGTON, June 23 — President

ARintationwose. Moscow informed France in an urgen petween himself and the European lead-|Carter chargedin a public message today

TheTeachings of Keynes message. ars as a result of the discussionshate, he hat theSoviet Ynjon, by intervening inThis attempt to regain prosperity b 4 did not deny reports that he had had a [Afghanistan, had violated seven of the
spurring their Alo om was good eco. foun withdrawa ! is likely In ihvolve ‘rough”’ hots with Mr. Schmidt during |principles for international conduct
nomic orthodoxy, rooted in the teachings ) TODS, Of less than 10 heir private talk Saturday. “Was it all |agreed to by 35 nations at the Conference
of John Maynard Keynes, the celebrated Percent of the 85,000 Soviet soldiers based yeetness and light?’’ he was asked. on Security and Cooperation in Europe at
British theorist who preached that gov- @ that country. The President added that “Well, it was sweeter and lighter at the|Helsinki in 1875.
sments could shape their nation’s eco he units involved were some that had not 3'o¢' re conversation than it was at the | The charge came at the beginning of a
nomic destiny by varying taxes, public Seen recent action against Afghan rebels »eginning » the President said with e [Sémiannual report to the United States
ipending and the rules of doing business. and that they were being moved just mile. Commission on Security and Cooperation

Thus, at the five summit meetings that across the Soviet border from where they He also seemed to be on better term: |= E9I0PS: Which Vas Soave te
receded Venice, the emphasis fell on could easily return if the situation war vith Mr. Giscard d’Estaing at the conclu- or SOmp ance wasie om &lt;elo
ou Lhndachiev. “anted. . ion of their talks here than at the start. ag members of Congress and the cole

lustrial countries were constantly press  9He doubts that the Soviet Union will Vas it all just a public pose? Had there |tive branch
ng their richer colleagues — notably ’e interested in negotiating with the eally been differences and a resolution? Again and again in the report, Mr. Car-
Vest Germany and Japan — to give Jnited States the terms of a withdrawa] 312d the ES ICoeans aclvally persvaded ter cited the Soviet action in Afghanistan
vorld recovery a lift by adopting more if its forces, but it is a possibility that it '\'-, Carter that oe contacts with the ‘as a development thathad undermined
stimulative policies. night open talks with representatives of 0" c' Druon could be helpful? the possibilities for cooperation with Mos.

“Our most urgent task is to create foslem nations later in theyear Asked about this, Mr. Carter did not an- cow in many areas and made more diffi.
nore jobs,’’ the seven nations declared at : oC wer directly. But he did acknowledge |cult the pursuit of security and coopera.
heir London meeting in 1977. A year _9Some political differences among the hat he now hadabetterunderstandingof|tioninEurope.
ater, in Bonn, they said they were ‘“‘con- Nestern allies emerged in the discussions what Mr. Giscard d’Estaing had actually | He acknowledged that Afghanistan was
‘erned, above all, about worldwide here, especially on negotiating strategy ;aid to Mr. Brezhnev and a clearer pic- not a signer of the Helsinki accord but
nemployment,” and they pledged to |in the Middle East, but there was broad ture of what Mr. Schmidt intended to say said that all participants ‘had declared

dopt more expansionary policies, with [agreementontheAfghanistaninvasion.|nextweek. thelr Jen) Jong of sutiduciing tir sels
Ts pglibpng On the Middle East, Mr. Carter saidhe | AS a result, he said, he had concluded| (50 Yo © REF
here the focus was on energy and on oil Peiievedthat he had convinced the Euro- that such talks would be both beneficial ~The principles he said Moscow had vio-

2 pean leaders here that there was ‘no and also inevitable.” “We couldnot pre-|, = CoFyCclmS00 sovereijmports, the seven were congratulating 1 fat? lestinian | vent them even if we wanted to, whichI Wi oo 8 gn
hemselves on the results of their earlier , Present alternative” to the Palestinian | Yeni U7 equality: refraining from the use or
stimulative efforts, which they said had 2utonomy talks currently under way as a dort. threat of force, inviolability of frontiers,
‘helped improve the world economy.” result of the Camp David accords. Justa | The President also conceded in answer ‘recognition of the territorial integrity of

’ veek ago, the Europeans convened here| to a question that some of the seeming in- states, commitment to settle disputes
Higher Rate of Inflation and Called for active Palowinian partici- | consistencies in his positionaudthose ol seacefully, nonintervention in internalThi Wi pation ened negotiations. the other leaders arose in part from the ffairs, equal rights and self-determina.

VertSal Honeys MDS Bevel Jays Mr. Carter noted that the Camp David| fact that they were facing political chal: jon of peoples and fulfillment in goo
2r, Britain's Prime Minister, said today crores aig, caiied for, Palestinian in-| jenges at home. Both he and Mr. Schmi®" -aith of obligations under international
it the closing news conference, two years © verment. but ther m remained, he| face elections this vear
180 Western inflation averaged 8 percent
« year and today it is nearly 14 percent.
(nflation fueled by past attempts to spend
‘heir way out of the downturn, the seven
igreed, condemns them to a path of
‘determined fiscal and monetarv re
traint.”
Inflation that comes from surging oil

rices can be beaten only if the seven
reak the stranglehold of the Organiza-
ion of Petroleum Exporting Countries by
ieveloping energy resources of their own,
such as coal and nuclear power, and by
eaching industry to squeeze more
;rowth out of less fuel. They pledged ta
ouble coal productioninthisdecade, tc
roduce from nonoil sources the equiva.
ent of 15 to 20 million barrels of oil a day
‘nd to reduce oil consumption ‘signifi.
antly below present levels.” )
The anti-inflatior nnlicies the seven en-

Turk Stress ItsKeyNATORoleto C 1 Sessi.urkey to Stress Its Key ole to Council Session
has |

Special to The New York Times which is said to be in a ‘critical’ situa-| Both the Greek and Turkish Foreign
ANKARA, Turkey, June 23 — The] tion. : Ministers were quoted by the Istanbul

ninisterial council of the North Atlantic| “We hope our allies will better under. Jress today as expressing hopes thatthey
‘reaty Organization is due to convene stand Turkey's role and its special ties; Would find “an approach for a solution’
rere this week for the first time in 20 with both East and West,” a senior Turk to the problems between the two coun-
vears, and the Government here hopes to| ish Government official declared today. | tries during their meeting, set for June
1se the occasion to stress Turkey’s| He stressed that this meant not only Tur- 28, after the NATO meeting.
strategic importance to the Atlantic al-| key’s long border with the Soviet Union! “Turkey is not obstructing the reinte-
iance—anditsvulnerability.. but its special relations with Iran, Af- ration of Greece into NATO,” Mr. Erk-

There were already signs that this mes-| ghanistan and its Middle Eastern neigh- Jen told reporters. He stressed that this
age was being received. Turkey’s For-| bors. oy vas a matter between NATO and Greece
vign Minister, Hayrettin Erkmen, today| Mr. Luns, who arrived here yesterday, nd they must work out a new agree-
[uoted NaTos Secretary Senral, Jo- Selarad that all of the allies were awar: pent ,
ieph M. A. H. Luns,assayingthataneco-|oftheimportanceofTurkey in the al- 5 i .
'omically and militarily strong Turkey liance, especially in light of ne: inlran — fmariean Su is, Bey
vas necessary to strengthen the alliance and Afghanistan. He added that Afghani- —— morning and is scheduled to
0 meet present world conditions. stan would be one of the main topics on neet with both the Turkish and Greek

Mr. Luns also supported Turkey's re-|theagenda. Foreign Ministers before the NATO coun-|
[uest for special aid, according to the| The NATO Secretary General also ex-| cil begins.
“oreign Minister, who met this evening| pressed the hope that progress would be| The NATO delegations, who have
vith Mr. Luns for 90 minutes to discuss| made during the council meeting on the! jegun to arrive from 14 other countries,
preparations for the meeting. reintegration of Greece into the military 1ave been made sharply aware of Tur-

Earlier, Mr. Erkmen denounced alliance. key’s serious internal problems. Strin-
NATO's aid to Turkey as “insufficient.”| Greece pulled out after Turkey’s inva- {ent security measures have been made
Turkey has reportedly asked NATO to set| sion of Cyprus in 1974, which it felt should or the conference, with the airport road,
1p an emergency fund of $150 million for| have been prevented hv NATN and the main hotels and conferanra cite nde
mare narte any fuel nil far tha army | Tipic~a ~~ oe a

According to Tass. the Soviet press agency, photograph shows a column of tanks on route Sundav out of Afghanistan
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['ext of the Declaration of the Venice Economic S it Meet
VENICE, June 23 (Reuters) — Following is the official text of the Declaration Bank to examine the adequacy of the

of the Venice Summit: . resources and the mechanisms now in
} slace for the exploration, developmentIntroduction and production of conventional and

rospects for growth in the developing renewable energy sources in oil-
ountries. We believe that these conse- importing developing countries, to con-
uences are increasingly coming to be sider means, including the possibility
ppreciated by some of the oil export- of establishing a new affiliate or fa-
ng countries. The fact is that the indus- cility by which it might improve and in-
sialized countries of the free world, the crease its lending programs for energy
il-producing countries and the nonoil issistance, and to explore its findings
leveloping countries depend upon each vith both oil-exporting and industrial
ither for the realization of their poten- .ountries.
‘al- for economic development and
rosperity. Each can overcome the ob-
tacles to that development but only if
11 work together and with the interests
f all in mind.Successive large increases in the

orice of oil, bearing no relation to mar-
ket conditions and culminating in the
recent decisions by some members of
the Organization of Petroleum Export-
ing Countries at Algiers, have
nroduced the reality of even higher
nflation and the imminent threat of se-
sere recession and unemployment in
he industrialized countries. At the
;ame time they have undermined and
n some cases virtually destroyed the

We are uccply conscious that ex-
ireme poverty and chronic malnutri-
rion afflict hundreds of millions of peo-
mle of developing countries. The first
‘equirement in these countries is to im-
yrove their ability to feed themselves
ind reduce their dependence on food
mports. We are ready to join with
hem and the international agencies
.oncerned in their comprehensive long-
erm strategies to increase food pro-
duction and to help improve national as
vell as international research services.
Ve will support and, where appropri-
ite, supplement initiatives of the World
Bank and of the Food and Agricultural
Jrganization and to improve grain
‘torage and food-handling facilities.
Ve underline the importance of wider
.nnembership of the new aid convention
ind of an equitable replenishment of
he International Fund for Agricultural
Jevelopment.

123]

High priority should be given to ef-
‘orts to cope wih population growth and
‘0 existing United Nations and other
»rograms for supporting these efforts.

™Al

3]
n this spirit we have discussed the

iain problems that confront us in the
oming decade. We are confident in the
bility of our democratic societies,
ased on individual freedom and social
slidarity, to meet these challenges.
here are no quick or easy solutions.
ustained efforts are needed to achieve
better future.

Inflation
14)

The reduction of inflation is our im-
nediate top priority and will benefit all
ations. Inflation retards growth and
arms all sectors of our societies.
Determined fiscal and monetary re-
itraint is required to break inflationary
:xpectations. Continuing dialogue
mong the social partners is also
1eeded for this purpose. We must re-
ain effective international coordina-
ion to carry out this policy of restraint
and also to guard against the threat of
srowing unemplovment and worldwide
recession.

.e most effective use of resources
ithin and among countries. This will
equire shifting resources -from gov-
rnment spending to the private sector
nd from consumption to investment
nd avoiding or carefully limiting ac.
-ons that shelter particular industries
r sectors from the rigors of adjust-
nent. Measures of this kind may be
conomically and politically difficult in
ae short term, but they are essential to
ustained noninflationary growth and
0 increasing employment, which is our
-1ajor goal.

5]
We are also committed to encourag-

ng investment and innovation so as to
ncrease productivity, to fostering the
movement of resources from declining
into expanding sectors so as to provide
aew job opportunities and to promoting

.n shaping economic policy, we need
vetter understanding of the long-term
ffects of global population growth, in-
ustrial expansion and economic devel-
pment generally. A study of trends in
hese areas is in hand, and our repre-
entatives will keep these matters
nder review.

We strongly support the general
-apital increase of the World Bank, in-
reases in the funding of the regional
ievelopment banks and the sixth re-
ylenishment of the International Devel-
pment Association. We would. wel-
ome an increase in the rate of lending
f these institutions within the limits of
heir present replenishments, as
ieeded to fulfill the programs de-
cribed above. It is essential that all
nembers, especially the major donors,
rovide their full contributions on the
igreed schedule. -

We welcome the report of the Brandt
.ommission. We shall carefully con-
ider its recommendations.

Energy
arers are already leading in this direc-
on. We will accelerate this progress,
there aporopriate, by arrangements
r standards for improved automobile
nel efficiency, by gasoline pricing and
axation decisions, by research and
evelopment and by making public
ransport more attractive.

We must break the existing link be-
‘ween economic growth and consump-
ion of oil, and we mean to do so in this
lecade. This strategy requires con.
serving oil and substantially increasing
oroduction and use of alternative
anergy sources. To this end, maximum
reliance should be placed on the price
mechanism, and domestic prices for oil
should take into account representative
world prices. Market forces should be
supplemented where appropriate by ef-
fective fiscal incentives and adminis-
.-rative measures. Energy investment
will contribute substantially to eco-
nomic growth and employment.

Cte ra ©88 au

/enetian hostesses, aldes and security officials accompanying President Carter and Prime Minister Pierre Elliott Tru.
deau of Canada to second session of meeting vesterdav on San Giorgio Maggiore Island in Venice.

apply. The role of nuclear energy has
o be increased if world energy needs
ire to be met. We shall, therefore, have
0 expand our nuclear generating ca-
acity. We will continue to give the
ighest priority to insuring the health
nd safety of the public and to perfect.
ig methods of dealing with spent fuels
nd disposal of nuclear waste. We reaf-
irm the importance of insuring the
eliable supply of nuclear fuel and
ninimizing the risk of nuclear prolifer
tion

econd, indicating quantitative projec-
ions for expanding production by 1990,
395 and 2000, as a basis for future ac-
Ins.

As far as international programs are
oncerned, we will join others in creat-
ng an international team to promote
.ollaboration among interested nations
n specific projects.

[16]
A high-level group of representatives

f our countries and of the E.E.C. com-

nission will review periodically the re-
ults achieved in these fields.

ramework of the United Nations and
he formulation of a new international
evelopment strategy. In particular,
ur object is to cooperate with the
eveloping countries in energy conser-
ation and development, expansion of
xports, enhancement of human skills
ad the tackling of underlying food and
opulation problems.

“1M

81

We must rely on fuels other than oil
) meet the energy needs of future eco-
omic growth. This will réquire early
esolution and wide-ranging actions.
Jur potential to increase the supply
nd use of energy sources other than oil
ver the next 10 years is estimated at
pe equivalent of 15-20 million barrels
aily of oil. We intend to make a coordi-
ated and vigorous effort to realize this
otential. To this end, we will seek a
arge increase in the use of coal and en-
anced use of nuclear power in the
1edium term and a substantial in-
rease in production of synthetic fuels,
1 solar energy and other sources of
:newable energy over the longer
arm.

The democratic industrialized coun-
ries cannot alone carry the responsi-
lity of aid and other different contri-
tions to developing countries; it
nust be equitably shared by the oil-
:xporting countries and the industrial-
ied Cominunist couiries. The personal
epresentatives are instructed to re-
iew aid policies and procedures and
ther contributions to developing coun-
ries and to report back their conclu-
iions to the next summit.

Problems
ourage the I.M.F. to seek ways in
thich it could, within its guidelines or
‘onditionally, make it more attractive
or countries with financing problems
J use its resources. In particular, we
upport the I.M.F.’s examination of
ossible ways to reduce charges on
redits to low-income developing coun-
ies. The I.M.F. and the World Bank
hould work closely together in re-
oonding to these problems. We wel-
ome the bank’s innovative lending
heme for structural adjustment. We
rge oil-exporting countries to increase
neir direct lending to countries with
inancial problems, thus reducing the
train on other recycling mechanisms.

[29]
We reaffirm our commitment to

lability in the foreign exchange mar-
iets. We note that the European Mone-
ary System has contributed to this
nd. We will continue close cooperation
1 exchange-market policies so as to
void disorderly exchange-rate fluctu-
tions. We will also cooperate with the
M_.F. to achieve more effective sur-
eillance. We support continuing
amination by the I.M.F. of arrange-
Jents to provide for a more balanced
svolution of the world reserve system.

911

+0)
We welcome the recent decisions of

the European Community, the Interna-
sional Energy Agency and the Organi-
tation for Economic Cooperation and
Development regarding the need for
long-term structural changes to reduce
vil consumption, continuing procedures
to monitor progress, the possible use of
oil ceilings to deal with tight market
conditions and coordination of stock
policies tg mitigate the effect of marke
disruption. We note that the member
countries of the I.E.A. have agreed
that their energy policies should result
in their collective 1985 net oil imports
being substantially less than their ex-
isting 1985 group objective and that
they will quantify the reduction as part
of their continuing monitoring efforts.
The potential for reduction has been
estimated by the I.E.A. Secretariat,
given existing uncertainties, at around
1 million barrels a dav

1 A
A major international effort to help

nese countries increase their energy
roduction is required. We believe that
his view is gaining ground among oil-
xporting countries. We ask the World

the studies made by the interna-
ional nuclear fuel cycle evaluation
rroup, launched at the London Summit
11977, are a significant contribution tc
he use of nuclear energy. We welcome
Jeir findings with respect to increas
1g predictable supplies, the most ef-
ective utilization of uranium sources,
ncluding the development of advanced
echnologies, and the minimization of
roliferation risks, including support of
1ternational Atomic Energy Agency
afeguards. We urge all countries to
ake these findings into account when
eveloping policies and programs for
ne peaceful use of nuclear energy

- 17}

ur comprehensive energy strategy
-Jesigned to meet the requirements of
e coming decade. We are convinced
.at it can reduce the demand for ener
Y, particularly oil, without hampering
conomic growth. By carrying out this
trategy we expect that, over the com
ng decade, the ratio between increases
a collective energy consumption anc
conomic growth of our countries wil,
e reduced to about 0.6, that the share
f oil in our total energy demand will be
educed from 53 percent now to abou
J percent by 1990 and that our collec.
ve consumption of oil in 1990 will be
ignificantly below present levels so as
0 permit a balance between supply
ind demand at tolerable prices.

Monetary
mm

27]
he situation created by large oil

2nerated payments imbalances, ir
articular those of oil-importing devel
ing countries, requires a combina.
on of determined actions by all coun.
ies to promote external adjustment
nd effective mechanisms for balance
l-payments financing. We look to the
iternational capital market to con
nue to play the primary role in re.
nanneling the substantial oil surplus
unds on the basis of sound lending
tandards. We support the work in
rogress by our monetary authorities
nd the Bank for International Settle.
nents designed to improve the supervi.
ion and security of the international
anking system. The private banks
ould usefully supplement these ef.
arte

We shall encourage the exploration
nd development of our indigenous hy-
rocarbon resources in order to secure
naximum production on a long-term
\asis

4 9%

logether we intend to double coal
roduction and use by early 1990. We
vill encourage . long-term commit
1ents by coal producers and consum-
rs. It will be necessary to improve in
rastructures in both exporting and im-
orting countries, as far as is economi-
ally justified, to insure the required
upply and use of coal. We look forward
0 the recommendations of the interna.
onal coal industry advisory board.
hey will be considered promptly. We
re conscious of the environmental
isks associated with increased coal
roduction and combustion. We will do
wverything in our power to insure that
1creaseduse of fossil fuels, especially
oal, does not damage the environ-
aent.

We will actively support the recom-
iendations of the international energy
&gt;chnology group, proposed at the
okyo summit last year, for bringing
sw energy technologies into commer-
1al use at the earliest feasible time. As
ar as national programs are con-
erned, we will by mid-1981 adopt a
vo-phased approach: first, listing the
umbers and types of commercial
cale plants to be constructed in each ot
ur countries bv the mid-1980’s. and.

it
To conserve oil in our countries:
gWe are agreed that no new base

oad, oil-fired generating capacity
should be constructed save in excep
tional circumstances, and the conver
sion of oil-fired capacity to other fuels
should be accelerated.

GWe will increase efforts, including
fiscal incentives where necessary, to
accelerate the substitution of oil in in-
dustry.

9We will encourage oil-saving in-
vestments in residential and commer-
cial buildings, where necessary by
financial incentives and by establish-
ing insulation standards. We look to the
public sector to set an example.

In transportation, our objective is the
introduction of increasingly fuel-effi-
cient vehicles. The demand of consum-
are and cnmnetitinn amnno mannfac.

18)
We continue to believe that interna.

lonal cooperation in energy is essen.
ial. All countries have a vital interest
n a stable equilibrium between energy
upply and demand. We would wel-
ome a constructive dialogue on energy
nd related issues between energy
rroducers and consumers in order to
mprove the coherence of their nolicies

128]
Private lending will need to be sup-

.emented by an expanded role for in-
rnational institutions, especially the
ternational Monetary Fund. We are
ommitted to implementing the agreed
icrease in the I.M.F. quotas and to
upporting appropriate borrowing by
ae fund, if needed to meet financing
eguirements of its members. We en-

® : * ® ®

Relations With Developing Countries
7ill drive them into ever-increasing in-
iebtedness and put at risk the whole
asis of their economic growth and so-
ial progress unless something can be
nne to help them.

[20]
We approach in a positive spirit the
nanart af olnhgl nagntiati—~~—=- * Wha

1191
We are deeply concerned about the

npact of the oil price increases on the
eveloping countries that have to im-
ort oil. The increase in oil prices in the
ast two years has more than doubled
ae oil bill of these countries, which
NW ammmte tn nuvar CAN hillinn Thic

13} Trade
We underline the vital contribution of

niclear nowar tn 9 mara capnre anerpov
(30]

We are resolved further to
trengthen the open world trading sys-
2m. We will resist pressures for pro-
ectionist actions, which can only be
elf-defeating and aggravate inflation.

[31]
We endorse the positive conclusion of

he multilateral trade negotiations and
ommit ourselves to early and effec-
ive implementation. We welcome the
)articipation of some of our developing
artners in the new nontariff codes and
all upon others to participate. We also
all for the full participation of as
nany countries as possible in strength-
ning the system of the General Agree-
ment on Tariffs and Trade. We urge the
more advanced of our developing part-
1ers gradually to open their markets
wer the coming decade. ‘

 B21
We reaffirm our determination to

void a harmful export-credit race. To
his end we shall work with the other
)articipants to strengthen the interna-
ional arrangement on export credits
vith a view to reaching a mutually ac-
eptable solution covering all aspects
f the arrangement by 1 December
980. In particular we shall seek to
ring its terms closer to current mar-
:et conditions and reduce distortions in
:xport competition, recognizing the dif-
erentiated treatment of developing
ountries in the arrangement.

[33]
As a further step in strengthening the

iternational trading system, we com-
1it our governments to work in the
Inited Nations toward an agreement to
-rohibit illicit payments to foreign gov-
rnment officials in international busi-
\ess transactions, If that effort falters,
ve will seek to conclude an agreement
imong our countries, but open to all,
vith the same obiective.

Conclusions

United Press International

President Carter addressing the closing session of summit meeting in Venice. | Minister Francesco Cossiga of Italy. In rear, at left, are Treasury Secretary
Flanking him wera Prima Minister Margaret Thatcher of Britain and Prime CG. Willjam Miller and. next ta him. Secretarv af State Fdmund S. Muskie.

Mma

The economic message from this
‘enice summit is clear. The key suc-
ess in resolving the major economic
hallenges which the world faces is to
ichieve and maintain a balance be-
ween energy supply and demand at
easonable levels and at tolerable
rices. The stability of the world econ-
my, on which the prosperity of every
1dividual country relies, depends upon
11 of the countries concerned. recog-

izing their mutual needs and accept-
ng their mutual responsibilities. Those
mong us whose countries are mem-
ers of the European Community in-
:nd to make their efforts within this
-amework. We, who represent seven
irge industrialized countries of the
ree world, are ready to tackle our own
roblems with determination and to
rork with others to meet the chal-
:nges of the coming decade, to our own
dvantage and to the benefit of the
rhole warld
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